
AHQUA RAINBOW SHOWER SYSTEM

INSTALLATION GUIDE

The F90R series faucets are designed to align within a standard 12” x 24” tile spacing. The F90R can be grouped in three catagories

 1.  Valve, water safe tray and faucet jet        2. Decorative trim and hand shower       3. Frame assembly

You will want your F90R to cosmetically align with the tiles and grout line of the shower.  
Correct planning and placement will ensure a balanced look to your installation.

 1. Once you know the preferred location of the 11 7/8” x 23 3/4” frame, ensure the following points have been addressed.

  A.  Are there any 2 x 4 studs or other obstacles that could prevent the water safe tray from being installed?

  B.  Can your water supply feed down into the top of water safe tray?

  C.  Is your preferred location convenient for turning on and off the shower while in or out of the shower?

 2. For easy alignment during installation, the hole cut in the cement board and tiles for the water safe tray will be completed after the walls   
  have been installed.
 3. Determining the location of the water supply by dry-fitting the shower walls or tile placement. To understand the orientation of the F90R parts,  
  (see diagram 1). Consider 3 boxes inside each other, the first outside box is the measurement of the decorative frame 11 7/8”” x 23 3/4”, this  
  measurement is what you use to visualize F90R’s final position. Second, inside this box is a smaller box 10” x 20 1/4”, this is the outside of your  
  water safe tray. The outer lip of this tray overlap the wall for a water-tight seal. Third, the inner box is the size of the hole that you will cut   
  into the wall, 8 1/2” x 18”. The spacing from the top box down is 1 1/4” from the first box to the second, and 2 1/2” from the first box to the  
  third box.
 4. Water supply pipes: Your water supply needs to come into the top of the water safe tray. This is to ensure if a leak should arise, water can only  
  travel out of the tray and into the shower basin; no water can travel behind the wall, preventing hidden and excessive water damage.  
  The pipe needs to be 1/2” or reduced to a 1/2 MIP connection. The pipes need to be 4” apart, centered on the width of the box. The pipes need to  
  extend 5” down from the top of the outside or first 23 3/4” box.. The pipes need to be set back from the wall finish depth 1 1/2”. Cap pipe ends  
  and water test for leaks. Remove one cap at a time, use the hose from the hand shower to attach to end of the pipe. Using a bucket or drain hole,  
  flush pipes to remove any debris.
 5. Dry-fit the F90R to ensure there are no obstructions and alignment is correct before installing cement board and walls.
 6. Once the adhesive has dried from the wall installation, use masking tape to outline the location of the F90R. From the outlined area, mark the  
  location of the cut-out area, from top of outer box mark down 2 1/2”, then from the center point mark a 8 1/4” wide hole 4 1/8” from each side  
  of the center line. Then mark your bottom line 18” down from the top of the small box.
 7. Cut out the small box, be careful to only cut deep enough to cut through the decorative tile wall and cement board, be careful not to cut the water  
  supply lines. Using a 4” tile saw on a hand grinder is the easiest way to cut the hole. Vacuum the dust from the cutting area. A jig saw can be used  
  as well, but again, make sure you adjust the blade to extend only 3/4” deep.

Congratulations on the purchase  
of your Ahqua Rainbow Shower Faucet



 8. Dry-fit the water safe tray with valve into the hole,   
  putting the pipes into the top 2 holes. Make sure the tray   
  fits flush to the wall. Trim hole if necessary. Check to   
  ensure that pipes align to the hose connections. Pre-drill 1/8”  
  screw holes into the wall to avoid cracking when installing the  
  screws, use the holes in the tray as a guide. Once aligned,   
  remove tray and valve, apply silicone to the inside and outside  
  of the hole, as well as on the lip of the tray. Place tray back in  
  the hole, screw tray into the wall. Clean excessive silicone   
  off with a paper towel.

 9. Attach hoses to pipes.

 10. Attach hand shower hose to 1/2” MIP nipple at bottom of the  
  valve.

 11. Place decorative frame down and over the top lip of the tray   
  flange, making sure water nozzle is centered and level.

 12. Place the round decorative faucet trim plate over valve, with   
  “hot” marking side up. Push securely to the frame. Secure   
  with the 2 screws, this may be a little tricky keeping the   
  screws straight and finding the inner threads to tighten to.

 13. Install showerhead and hand shower flow-control handles:  
  Place Teflon washer over rod, then insert handle. Top handle   
  pointing up, bottom handle pointing down. Use an Allen   
  wrench to tighten set screw firmly. Install the center handle   
  pointing down in the “off” position, using the small set   
  screw. Place cap over set screw recess. 

 14. Insert hand shower bracket into hole in the top right of the   
  frame.

 15. Install the hand shower onto the hose, place into hand shower  
  bracket. 

 16. Turn on the water and adjust to the desired flow. Re-adjusting   
  the small handles to align may be required. 
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